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In previous papers [3], [4]υ, we discussed infinitesimal automorphisms of

compact O^-spaces and conformally flat .K-spaces. In this paper we shall deal

with infinitesimal conformal and projective transformations of compact K-spaces

under a certain condition. We have known that a generalized Chern 2-form

K can be defined in almostΉermitian spaces. After preparing notations, defi-

nitions and identities in §§1, 2, we shall give in §3 a necessary and sufficient

condition that the form K to be harmonic. A non-flat K-space of constant

curvature, if #=4=6, can not admit an infinitesimal automorphism [4]. In con-

nection with this fact we shall know a more precise result that there does not

exist a non-flat K-space of constant curvature if n 4= 6. In §4 we shall prove

that the scalar curvature of a .K-space with vanishing K is a non-negative con-

stant. In §5 we shall obtain a lemma which is useful in the last section. In

the last section §6, we shall prove that in such a compact space an infinitesimal
conformal (or projective) transformation is necessarily an isometry if n =f= 6.

1. Preliminaries."0 Let M be an n dimensional almost-Hermitian space,

then its almost-complex structure φ? and the positive definite Riemannian

metric g^ satisfy by definition

(i.i) 9>.Vr*=-δΛ

(i. 2) gn<pΐ = - 9>r<pi.

From (1. 2) it follows that tensors φ^ = φ*grι and φjί = φϊtf* are skew-
symmetric.

Let] .. [, KM* and Rjt = Rrji

r be Christoffel symbols, Riemannian curvature

tensor and Ricci tensor respectively. We shall denote by v^ the operator of

covariant derivative with respect to j .. K

It is well known that with respect to the canonical connection defined by

1) The number in brackets refers to Bibliography at the end of the paper.
2) As to notations we follow S.Tachibana [2], [3] and [4].
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ΓΛ = •- (1/2) 9

tensors g3i and φ? are covariantly constant. If we denote by Km

h the curvature
tensor of Tj} and put

Kjt = 2 Kjir φt , /?;i = 2 2?jίr ̂  ,

then we have [3]

—

The differential form K = /C^ Jo:17 Λ dxi is closed [1], [3]. This form K is a

generalization of Chern 2-form of Hermitian spaces.

If we put R*i = (1/2) <ptrRtrsi<PjS, then we have

and hence we have

(1. 3) K» = ίφϊRίi -

2. K-spaces. In the rest of this paper we shall only concern ourselves
with K-spaces. A K-space3) is by definition an almost-Hermitian space satisfying

(2. 1) v^iΛ + Viψjh = 0.

It is easily seen that the following equations hold good,

(2. 2) Vr<Pir = 0,

(2. 3) <PΪVr<Pih = - <Pr\&ir.

From these equations it follows that tensors V*9*jt and <Pk^r<Pji are skew-sym-
metric. Since we have Tk3lRkjin = 0 for any skew-symmetric tensor Tfcjί, we
get

LEMMA 2. l.4)

h = o.
For the sake of convenience in following sections we shall prepare well

known identities. First by Bianchi's identity we have

(2. 4) V%ί£r = VA - VtRrl,

from which by transvection with glt we get

(2.5)

3) S.Tachibana [2].
4) Γr
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Next applying Ricci's identity to φltl we have

(2. 6) VfcVj^ίft — VjVkψih = — Rklΐψrh — RkΛ

From (2. 6) we can get the following identities [2],

(2. 7) VVr Pα = - (l/2)φtrRtrih + Rtrφh

r,

(2.8) Rjr<pt

r = - R«<PΪ,

(2. 9) ΛJi = *&,

(2. 10) Rfo* = - R*.φ ,

(2. 11) Rjt - Rjt = WrW",

(2. 12) R - R* = v&rsVV ^ 0,

where R* = gnRJt.

If we transvect (2. 6) with φ°', then we have

from which and (2. 9) it follows

(2. 13) 9»*Vvtf»ι» = 0.

If we transvect (2.6) with vVΛ

5 then we have

from which and Lemma 2.1 we get

(2. 14) vVVfcV^ίft = 0.

3. The form K. In a K-space we have from (1.3)

Substituting (2. 11) into the last equation we get

(3- 1) Kn = φ}

r(5RΆ - RΠ).

In the first place we shall ask for the condition the closed form K to be

harmonic. From (3. 1) it holds

V'Kμ = ^(5V}Rft - VSRri).

On the other hand
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In this equation the first term of right hand side vanishes by virtue of Lemma

2. 1 and so is the last term because of (1. 1) and (2. 2). On taking account of

(2. 2), (2. 4) and (2. 8), as we have

we obtain the equation

(3. 2) V%ι = - 2φtrVrR.

Thus we have

THEOREM 3. 15). A necessary and sufficient condition the form K of a

K-space to be harmonic is that the scalar curvature R is constant.

We notice that the form K may be trivial.

Now let our -K-space be a space of constant curvature, then we have

R» = (R/n)g», Rft = (R/n(n -

and

r> __ ft — 6

Since K is closed, we have K = 0 and hence n — 6 or R — 0. Thus we have

THEOREM 3. 2. If n > 1 awd w 4= 6, then there does not exist a non- flat
K-space of constant curvature.

4. X>spaces with vanishing K. If the form K vanishes, then we have

of constant scalar curvature by virtue of (3. 2). In this case we shall prove
more precisely the following

A

THEOREM 4. 1. The scalar curvature R of a K-space with vanishing K

is a non-negative constant.

LEMMA 4. 1. In any K-space, R — R* is a non-negative constant.

PROOF. From (2.12) it is sufficient to prove the equation vV'V*Vj^ri = 0.
On the other hand we have

vV'V*Vtf>r. = vV'(VjV*Pr. - KwrVi. - Λw Vn) = 0

by virtue of (2. 14) and Lemma 2. 1. q. e. d.

From (3. 1) we have obviously

LEMMA 4. 2. In order that the form K vanishes it is necessary and suf-

5) For a Kahlerian space, see K.Yano [5] p. 235.
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fίcient that

(4. 1) 5R$ = RH.

PROOF OF THEOREM 4. 1. From (4. 1) we have 5#* = R. From Lemma

4. 1 we have R* — R — a?, where a is a constant. Hence R = (5/4)<22. q. e. d.

5. A lemma. Consider a vector field vh in a K-space and we put N(v\ =
9>hVt<PrsVrvs. If we operate v^ to the equation then we have

v

hN(v\ = φhίvhτ&rsvrvs + PΛ'V^Γ.V'W.

The first term of right hand side vanishes because of (2. 13) and we have

= - φt\ V '(VfcVrf. - VrVΛ) = 0

by virtue of Ricci's identity and Lemma 2. 1. Thus we get

LEMMA. 5. 1. For any vector field vh in a K-space it holds that
VhN(v\ = 0.

Next we shall give identities concerning a vector field which is useful in
the next section.

For a vector field vh, as we have

+

we obtain

(5. 1) Vι(vΓVy) = VrVrV^ +

Let us denote by jt the operator of Lie derivative with respect to a vector
υ

field vh. Then the identity

(5.2)

is well known. Transvecting (5. 2) with φίφ^ we get

(5. 3) φ!φ& \Ί \ = φίVig + N(v\ + 2Rfrv ,
V \ J^ )

where we have put g = φh^iV1".

6. Infinitesimal transformations of compact K-spaces with vanishing

K. Consider a compact K-space with vanishing K, then we have 5.R*i = R^ by
virture of Lemma 4. 2. Hence for a vector field vh we have

(6. 1) δ

Now let vl be an infinitesimal conformal transformation then by definition
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there exists a scalar function p satisfying £, g^ = 2pgH and as is well known
V

the equation

(6. 2) f, J h

β } = P&* + ftδ/ - /Λί, A Ξ ViA

holds good. From (6.2) we have

and

(6. 3) v'VrV* + ΛΓV = (2 - *)/.

On the other hand transvecting (6. 2) with φίφ^ we get

p/Vtf + ΛfcOi + 2RS*f = - 2ft

by virtue of (5. 3). If we operate v* to the last equation and take account of
Lemma 5. 1, then we obtain

vfαStO==-- V'A.
Hence by virtue of (6. 1) we have \rl(Rlrv

r) = — Sy'ft

Next operating VΛ to (6. 3) and taking account of (5. 1) and the last equa-

tion we have V*Vί/~~ 10v*ft = (2 — n)^lpiy from which we get

If we assume n =f= 6, then we have vVi/* ~ 0. Since the space in consideration

is compact, we obtain / = Vtv< = O Thus

THEOREM 6.1. In an n (=4=6) dimensional compact K- space with vanishing

K, an infinitesiaml conformal transformation is necessarily an isometry.

In the same way we can deal with an infinitesimal projective transforma-

tion. Let vh be such a transformation, then by definition there exists a vector
field pi such that

From this equation we have

Γ V

If K Ξ 0, then we can get
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n + 1

Thus we have

THEOREM 6. 2. In an wH=6) dimensional compact K-space with vanishing

K, an infinitesimal projective transformation is necessarily an isornetry.
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